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Welcome to ECT Charity’s London 2012 first anniversary publication, 

Setting gold standards. We hope you enjoy the stories, special 

memories, snapshots and tributes showcasing the Accessible 

Shuttles project – in which ECT led a remarkable collaboration  

of 24 community transport operators to make London 2012 the most 

accessible Games ever.

We hope this publication gives you a sense of the huge achievements – 

and world-class standards – demonstrated by the community transport 

sector, and the legacy and opportunities that are now being developed. 
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Even though the London 2012 Games might be behind us I know 
that its legacy will live on. Everyone who lives, works or visits London 
will benefit from all we learned during those magnificent weeks.

I am proud to recognise the unsung heroes who provided the 
Accessible Shuttles for our disabled Olympic spectators.  
The community transport sector, under ECT Charity’s leadership, 
demonstrated what first class accessible transport should look like 
and I am delighted that every effort is being made to try and ensure 
that it is the new benchmark going forward.

I hope that across London and elsewhere in the UK, such services 
will in future always be provided to this standard – this will be a 
fitting and important legacy to the London 2012 Olympic Games.

Boris Johnson 
Mayor of London

Congratulations! 
to the unsung heroes
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The community transport team delivered an exceptional service.  

I look forward to seeing the same high standards for everyone who 

needs to travel in our country.
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The London 2012 Games was an extraordinary success,  
it demonstrated that people from all walks of life could come 
together and enjoy the celebration of sport.

It was tremendous for the successes of all those participating 
that amongst the huge crowds cheering them on were those 
who themselves have mobility difficulties. 

Thanks to the services provided by the Accessible Shuttles 
team, spectators arrived, enjoyed and left the venues 
exhilarated by the sports they had seen. 

All of this was possible thanks to the huge efforts which 
ensured that no matter what mobility difficulty any individual 
might have, they were expertly transported to the nearest 
station quickly, efficiently and safely.

An exhilarating experience for everyone

Led by ECT, the community transport team delivered an 
exceptional service ensuring that everyone left the Olympic 
venues with a permanent memory of the very best in  
British sports.

Now the Games are over, I look forward to seeing the same 
high standards delivered to everyone who needs to travel 
in our country – whether to sporting events, national 
celebrations or simply to get from home to work, school  
or the shops. A tangible improvement to the everyday lives  
of people with mobility difficulties would be an amazing 
legacy to leave from a truly amazing event.

Baroness Tanni Grey-Thompson DBE
Paralympic gold medallist and  
Transport for London board member
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Before we get started 

About community transport and ECT Charity

Community transport is safe, accessible, 
flexible transport run by the community, 
for the community.

There are around 2,500 community transport 
organisations across the UK running 
minibuses, cars and buses for people who 
can’t use mainstream public transport or 
who live in isolated communities. 

More than 20 million journeys are made in 
the UK on community transport every year. 
Community transport takes disabled people 
to work, children to school, sick people to 
healthcare and older people to the shops. 
It’s a real lifeline, helping people get out and 
about, and keeping communities buzzing. 

ECT Charity is one of the UK’s leading 
providers of local community transport, 
working in several communities around 
the country. We operate a wide range of 
community transport services, including 
transport for groups, individual door-to-
door services, home-to-school transport 
and local buses.

We are both a charity and a social 
enterprise, combining business thinking 
with social values to deliver the highest 
quality transport services that provide 
the greatest social benefit for the 
communities we serve. We have strong 
partnerships with the voluntary and 
community sector, local authorities 
and other public bodies, adding value 
to their services with our focus on 

quality, community benefit, economic 
sustainability and environmental 
responsibility.

When the Olympic Delivery Authority 
asked community transport to help 
disabled spectators enjoy the London 
2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games, 
we jumped at the chance. Read on to 
find out how we achieved it.
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BATH (Bromley Community Transport)
Bexley Accessible Transport Scheme
Brent Community Transport
Community Transport (Birmingham) 
Community Transport Glasgow
Community Transport (Manchester)
Croydon Accessible Transport (CAT) 
Dorset Community Transport
Ealing Community Transport 
Easy Go Community Transport (Stockport)
Essex County Council
Hammersmith & Fulham Community Transport
HCT Group (Hackney)
Hillingdon Community Transport
Hounslow Community Transport 
Merton Community Transport
Milton Keynes Community Transport
Order of Malta Community Transport (Stirling)
People to Places (Windsor & Maidenhead)
Slough Community Transport
Sutton Community Transport
Waltham Forest Community Transport
Wandsworth Community Transport
Westway Community Transport

The Accessible Shuttles partners
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The London 2012 Olympic and 
Paralympic Games had from the start 
promoted sustainability and inclusion 
for all – it would be ‘the most accessible 
Games ever’. A big promise to a world 
that doesn’t necessarily understand the 
proper meaning of ‘accessible’. 

For many disabled people, travelling by 
mainstream public transport was not 
always going to be possible; dedicated 
services would need to be provided. 
The Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA) 

approached the community transport 
sector to find a solution. As one of the 
leading providers within the community 
transport sector nationally, as well as 
within London, it was clear that ECT  
was particularly well positioned to play  
a leading part in the delivery of spectator 
transport for those with limited mobility. 

ECT worked with the ODA to plan 
Accessible Shuttles provision as part of 
One Team Transport – seamless delivery 
across the network. 

What followed was not only a superb 
success story for ECT, but a remarkable 
tale of collaboration. It involved a range  
of Olympic and public transport bodies – 
and no fewer than 24 different community 
transport operators making sure that  
all spectators, irrespective of their 
mobility, were able to get to all Olympic 
and Paralympic venues across London 
and beyond.

Together, we provided a world-class 
network – setting new standards – of 

Taking up the challenge
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accessible shuttle bus provision to 
venues and transport hubs for people 
with restricted mobility.

Some 100,000 passenger journeys were 
made (60,000 during the Olympics and 
40,000 during the Paralympics) on a fleet 
of nearly 150 buses – and the project 
was a magnificent success.  

This success spread to the lasting 
legacy created by the training, 
partnership working, and the confidence 

that the community transport sector 
gained from the experience. It raised the 
bar for making transport at large events 
truly accessible.

In addition, the sector demonstrated  
to key external stakeholders and public 
organisations that it had the capacity  
and professionalism to successfully 
deliver transport solutions in the future. 

The saying that “small is beautiful”  
is very true. It demonstrated that small is 

also “very professional” in the community 
transport world.

It is often said that smaller organisations 
struggle to deliver anything on a larger 
scale. As part of our Accessible Shuttles 
project, we have shown the world just 
how capable we all are.

150
vehicles in 

action

100k
passenger 
journeys
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the olympics were a fantastic demonstration of what the community transport sector can deliver: responsive, 

efficient and sensitive services which truly meet the needs of disabled people – and others.

What was particularly important was the way ect worked in partnership with a wide range of local community 

transport schemes, in london and beyond, as well as with the oDa and the community transport association itself. 

this kind of model – local schemes banding together to provide the capacity and scale which none could provide 

on their own – is one which i hope the sector can learn from and emulate more widely.

Stephen Hickey Chair, Community Transport Association

Responsive, efficient and sensitive services.
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a massive thank you to ect for making the olympics ‘happen’ for all of us small community transport 

organisations who would not have otherwise got a look in. 

i am immensely proud of my drivers and many of the other drivers we worked with on the runs, who strove to 

deliver the best they could. the enthusiasm and support they showed was quite humbling. i am possibly even  

more proud of the community transport organisations who, led by ect, showed all those who dare to look down  

on us what a professional and competent standard we all work to.

staff said it was the best work of their entire lives. everybody got on so well with all the community transport 

organisations working hand in hand with each other as one – the teamwork was amazing. 

Paula Merrony Project Manager  
Hammersmith & Fulham Community Transport

Nikki Wakeford Independent Travel Manager 
Bexley Accessible Transport Scheme

Staff said it was the best work of their entire lives.
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As the planning for the Games progressed, 
the ODA required a network of services 
that would ensure that spectators could 
complete the ‘last mile’ of their journeys 
from public transport and blue badge 
parking to venues, and that they could 
make cross-London journeys between 
key railway stations.

Each venue, each public transport access 
point, each blue badge parking area was 
assessed in terms of its accessibility and 
potential need.

This reflects well the untapped demand 
for accessible transport in general – and 
it is why community transport exists in 
many areas: to plug the gaps; to support 

semi-housebound people unable to go 
about their day-to-day business.

‘Transport is a problem,’ they say. ‘NO,’ 
says the community transport sector, 
‘transport is part of the solution! ’

The significant work undertaken by the 
ODA to predict numbers travelling to 

Designing a network to meet 
spectators’ needs 

32
olympic  
routes
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each event at each site led to detailed 
expectations of journeys that would be 
required and levels of usage. From this, 
the ODA and ECT devised a network 
of 32 routes to run during the Olympic 
Games, with a peak requirement for 
138 buses. Operations covered a 24-
hour period with passengers travelling 
between 6am and 2am.

Designing these routes required significant 
work for ECT in evaluating routes, likely 
traffic hotspots and alternative routings, 
in addition to journey time assumptions, 
safe boarding and alighting points, signage 
requirements, and layover places for 
drivers and vehicles to take a break.

For the Paralympics a revised network 
of 12 routes was similarly planned, 
this time with 50 vehicles plus an 
additional 10 held (and used 24/7) 
for contingency work by the London 
Organisiung Committee of the Olympic 
and Paralympic Games (LOCOG).

12
paralympic  

routes
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i travelled down to the olympics from Birmingham by train with my companion, and was using a wheelchair. 

Firstly, there was excellent coordination with network rail. a specially dedicated person guided us to an  

accessible bus to take us to st pancras, where we could take the train to the olympic park.

i learned that the bus was from ect. the people operating the bus were helpful, cheerful, well trained and very 

aware of a good way to treat someone with a disability. at all times i was treated with respect and good  

humour appropriate to the day, but never patronised. my helper is also my partner and we both wanted to have  

as nice a day as possible. your bus and service solved our problem in the best possible way.

The people operating the bus were helpful, cheerful, well trained and very aware  

of a good way to treat someone with a disability.

Sue  Olympic Park visitor, Birmingham
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Led by ECT, 24 individual community 
transport operators in London, Weymouth, 
Glasgow, Manchester and the  
West Midlands came together to provide 
the 150 vehicles and 750 staff necessary 
to deliver this network of services.

From the outset, delivering the services 
safely and without major incident  
was our priority. Health and safety risk 
assessments were embedded in the 
planning process, and all staff, including 
short-term appointees, were all trained  
to the highest standards.

The vulnerability of some of our 
passengers requires additional 
sensitivity and care. That is why the 
community transport sector gives 
safety and training so much attention 
– this is the ethos behind the Minibus 
Driver Awareness Scheme (MiDAS), 
a nationally-recognised standard for 
training minibus drivers run by the 
Community Transport Association.

One of the most significant requirements 
was to provide enough properly trained 
staff to be able to board and secure 
predicted numbers of wheelchair users, 

safely but quickly enough to ensure that 
the vehicles and services were kept 
moving. This was especially important 
when events were ending and everyone 
was leaving at the same time.

Around 550 drivers were allocated to this 
project. These frontline staff were provided 
with ODA uniforms, core training modules, 
and vital accreditation documentation and 
passes. Their training included refreshers 
in MiDAS, accredited courses in boarding 
and securing wheelchair and scooter 
users, as well as wider customer care 
and safety management.

A workforce  
to be proud of
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But we needed far more staff than just 
drivers. Service co-ordinators were 
recruited to work in teams to manage 
the various Accessible Shuttle routes. 
Their roles included supervising drivers, 
offering customer support, and making 
sure the services ran smoothly. Some 
had additional responsibilities such as 
data reporting. 

Car park assistants were hired, 
responsible for greeting those arriving 
at blue badge car parks, directing them 
to spaces, and then assisting them to 
connecting Accessible Shuttle services. 

Mobility assistants were recruited for 
spectators who needed assistance but 
did not have their own wheelchair. They 
helped individuals travel the relatively 
short but potentially challenging distances 
from their arrival point to security at each 
venue, or ensuring a smooth handover 
with the venue’s mobility services.

All this required a huge recruitment 
exercise, identifying, in particular, 
students available during the Games. 
Recruitment involved interviewing 
and selecting people who could 
demonstrate not just the technical skills 

required, but also significant levels of 
customer empathy, and who displayed 
a positive attitude towards the hosting 
and the ethos of the Games. One of the 
great successes of the project was the 
quality of the ambassadorial role played 
by this team.

Our entire workforce provided a fantastic 
service. Despite the fact they were 
working in difficult circumstances, in 
temporary locations with challenging 
communications, they ensured that we 
provided seamless, truly accessible travel 
for everyone.

750
specially  

traineD staFF 550
Drivers
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i have truly been inspired by my time working with disabled people at the olympics – it has opened my eyes and 

ignited a spark within me and a passion i haven’t felt for a long time. Because of my experiences i have decided 

to change careers, and my ultimate aim is to be a qualified teacher at a special needs school. i’d like to thank you 

again for really changing my life.

I have truly been inspired.

During london 2012 the most frequent comment i heard from passengers using the accessible shuttle service was 

how good they thought it was. they also said they would not have been able to go to the games without the service. 

this was very gratifying for me being part of london 2012 and knowing that i was helping it to be a success.  

it encouraged me to take up the same work for ect on a permanent basis. in a sense, i’m part of the games legacy.

Ian Bruce Service Co-ordinator

Daniel Stringer Driver
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ECT built an excellent professional working 
relationship with the ODA throughout 
London 2012, with effective partnership 
support from the ODA client officers and  
a close co-operation with the control centre.

A strong relationship was also built at 
senior level with Transport for London, 
whose commissioner, Sir Peter Hendy 
CBE, and whose managing director  
for surface transport, Leon Daniels, took 
a personal interest in the Accessible 
Shuttles project.

As charities and social enterprises, 
we are sometimes underestimated by 
contracting authorities which may  
look to the big private sector operators 
first to deliver public services.

But, as we have ably proved with 
this Accessible Shuttles project, the 
community transport sector’s unique 
approach makes us ideal partners.

Our flexibility makes us stand out. For 
example, if things are quiet in one area,  
we are more than happy to move resources 

to another with no additional cost.
While some might think us naïve for 
not charging for every contractual 
variation, we think it works for us and our 
customers. What’s more, through our 
efficiencies, we delivered the Accessible 
Shuttles project under budget.

Not only did we save money for our 
commissioning body, our work on the 
Accessible Shuttles project also benefited 
the 24 communities in which we are 
based. Community transport organisations 
belong to their communities, and all 

Community transport:  
a unique partner
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financial and other benefits from contracts 
such as these are returned to these 
communities. Today we have 24 stronger 
organisations, with newly invigorated 
staff who have developed new skills. The 
organisations are now better able to meet 
the needs of their neighbourhoods.

Recognition for ECT and the community 
transport sector’s contribution was 
received from the transport minister 
Norman Baker, who described it as a 
“first rate service” and “a shining example 
of what can be achieved”.

Despite massive surges in demand, this free-standing 

charity, unconnected to any local authority, performed 

impeccably, returning all financial benefits of  

the operation to the 24 communities concerned.

Citation for ECT’s Award of Merit from the Worshipful Company  
of Carmen in recognition of its London 2012 success

almost 

5,500
trips on our  

Busiest Day
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a big thank you to you and your staff who provided the accessible transport service during the olympic sailing 

events in Weymouth and portland. you provided a high quality service during the games that saw a lot of mobility 

impaired persons transported in a totally professional and efficient manner. they certainly provided a service that 

the oDa can be extremely satisfied with.

Mark Dobbs  Venue, Transport, Operations & Integration 
Manager, ODA Transport

outstanding! Drivers, supervisors and controllers are marvellous and doing a fine job. a fine display, folks – thank you!

Hugh Sumner  Director for Transport, ODA

Outstanding! 
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A lasting legacy

With 100,000 journeys made by spectators on the 

Accessible Shuttles, it has been acknowledged that 

London 2012 was indeed the most inclusive and 

accessible Games in Olympic history. This was the 

largest operation of its kind ever attempted and its 

success has left a lasting legacy:
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A stronger community transport sector
A closer working relationship has been built between community 
transport operators.

Knowledge, experience and resources have been shared.

More than 500 drivers have received extra training and new  
skills, leading to increased quality of service in their  
day-to-day work.

The community transport sector has demonstrated that it is more 
than capable of playing a wider role in mainstream transport.

More policiticians and transport officials now recognise that the sector 
has the professionalism and capacity to deliver when it is called upon.

Better recognition of the needs of disabled people
It has been demonstrated that there is a demand and a need 
to provide accessible transport for mobility-impaired people to 
major events in the UK.

A new benchmark for the Olympic movement
The bar has been raised for the provision of accessible transport 
– through this fantastic success, London has set a benchmark 
for future Olympic and Paralympic Games.
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once the games began, people started arriving from around the world with mixed expectations for accessibility. 

many were surprised at just how easy the journey to their venue was. We had created a smooth journey from 

start to finish for those people who can find it difficult to use standard transport networks. i really hope they keep 

those expectations high – as it is the best way to keep making positive changes to accessibility and the attitude  

of transport planners and funders.

Michał Whitty  Area Manager

the accessible shuttles service was provided by a friendly and highly professional group of operators across the 

country – an achievement we can all be proud of, and, for me, an experience i will never forget. 

london 2012 was different, exciting and demanding, but a highly rewarding experience. We dared to dream and 

embraced that vision. We crossed the finish line in first place – a gold medal performance! 

A gold medal performance! 

Diane Morgan  Area Manager
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The final day of London 2012 was upon us. 

Despite the beautiful warm weather, the 

melancholy was slowly taking over. None 

of us can quite believe it is nearly over. 

And so the final goodbyes from our team. 

Hugs all round. The Accessible Shuttles 

project had come to an end and we 

headed home on our respective last trains.

‘How are you feeling?’ I ask Gary, one 

of the drivers on the Stratford route. 

‘Terrible! ’ Gary answers.

‘I could have done it every day for ever 

and ever – it wasn’t work, it was fun;  

it was something extraordinarily special.’

We would all agree. Without a doubt the 

Accessible Shuttles project had been 

a huge success: 100,000 passenger 

trips, very happy customers and no 

incidents. Those of us who had spent 

a long time planning, those of us who 

enjoyed every day, every hour, every 

minute, were truly disconsolate. 

But we knew that we would be very busy. 

Now it was time to focus on the legacy: 

making sure that community transport’s 

profile remained high; that no one would 

forget what we had achieved.

During the Paralympics, ECT Chief Executive and Accessible Shuttles Project Director 

Anna Whitty wrote a daily blog about the experience. This excerpt is taken from one 

of her final pieces, as the event was ending and thoughts were turning to the legacy…

No one can forget our achievement 
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The community transport sector made 

the world sit up and take notice when 

their ground-breaking partnership led by 

ECT Charity efficiently and effectively 

carried wheelchair users and others with 

mobility difficulties to every Olympic 

venue during the London 2012 Games.

It was impossible to accurately forecast 

the demand for these services so it is 

to the huge credit of all taking part that 

services were provided so seamlessly. 

This reflects the hard work of all the staff 

who were involved. 

The services were delivered with great 

professionalism and all those involved in 

Olympics transport had every confidence 

that this particular element would be 

delivered flawlessly night after night.

And so it was – indeed demand grew  

as the Games progressed and especially 

during the Paralympics. 

Very well done indeed!

Leon Daniels   

Managing Director, Surface Transport 

Transport for London

It’s time to take notice of community transport
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